BRALOVA’S SERGEI OF Wилоlea

Dog
Sable and white
4-25-1969 to 6-13-1980
Bred by William Woodley, Olga Bralove

Owner: Paul Schaffer & Francis Morse
Stoughton, MA

Winjones Paskoss (England)
Ch. Moonhawk of Malora

Ch. Zelda Shaun of Malora, CD

Sire: Ch. Adage Duncan, CD

Malora’s Blaise of Sunbarr

Sunbarr Dark Angel of Malora
Twilight of Sunbarr Ranch

Reyas Ringer

Eng. Ch. Springett Copper Beech
Kara of Whitelilies

Dam: Springett Shere Vanity (England)
Springett Sable Gown
Springett Chinnor Zorro
Kara of Whitelilies